
MAPHIA Meeting 4 Minutes: 

 

Date and Time: 11/4/2020 @ 12:39 
 

Members: Rachel(Director), Colin(Staff), Danny(ACT), 
Sepand(SCORE), Marina(TMTV) 

ABSENT: Shayna(MTAC) → EXCUSED 

        Etienne(Garden) → UNEXCUSED 

 

Reports: 

❏ Rachel: Director of Marshall Organizations 

❏ I’m gonna skip the icebreaker today because of my wifi 

issues so we can do our info as fast as we can. 

❏ Everybody got new reps and they all accepted so I’m 

going to be emailing you their contact information by 

the end of today. They’re all really great and fit the 

position perfectly and you will really like them.  

❏ For SCORE and the Garden, if you haven’t already 

appointed reps I would have you appoint them so that 

they can come to council. 

❏ If your reps aren’t attending your meetings let me 

know because that’s in their constitutional job 

description so if they aren’t attending their meetings 

please let me know and I will make sure they are doing 

that. 

❏ Comments/Questions: 

❏ Colin: Some reps, not specifically org rep, 
positions were not filled, do you know which ones 

those were? 

❏ Rachel: I know for a fact we do not have any 
international reps because we did not have 

any international identifying students. The 

same goes for the LGBTQRC reps, we did not 

have any identifying students so we do not 

have those filled. The same goes for the 

overflow reps, we did not have any overflow 

students apply so we do not have any 

overflow reps. There might be a couple more 

but off the top of my head those are the 

ones that I know we don’t have filled.  

❏ Colin: Yeah I was just curious. 



❏ Rachel: Yeah we are planning to open up 
applications again in the Winter so 

hopefully those positions will be filled 

then.  

❏ TMTV: Marina 

❏ Last Wednesday we had all 4 people who went to our 

first meeting come back and we had two more new people 

which is more than we have had in previous Fall 

quarters. 

❏ SCORE: Sepand 

❏ We’re having an event this Friday so if you’d like to 

come you’re all invited to. It’s gonna be a jeopardy 

night, it’ll be kinda small but fun. 

❏ We are open to collabing with any org that wants to 

have an event or something so just contact me. 

❏ MTAC: Rachel(Proxy) 

❏ Shayna is in a midterm right now but she gave me her 

report. 

❏ Their first meeting is tomorrow 4-5 and they have a 

meet and greet. 

❏ Working with Abraham to get a graphic and a facebook 

group for MTAC so hopefully those will come out soon. 

❏ ACT: Danny 

❏ We had our meeting this week, we changed them to 

biweekly so it’s every odd week. 

❏ We talked about a collaboration event which is one 

that we’ve always talked about in MAPHIA and past 

meetings so I wanted to kinda kickstart it. So ACT did 

“Friday Night Live’s” last quarter and I think those 

went pretty well, 6-7 people each week. And at the end 

of the quarter we did a gift card giveaway for two 

people and for each week that the person came they got 

one entry into the raffle at the end of the quarter so 

if you came to more events, you were more likely to 

win. So this is what I want to propose to everyone 

here, is a collab event with all of the Marshall orgs 

where the soonest that we are thinking of starting 

this is week 7 so we would have week 7, 9 and 10 since 

week 8 is the Thanksgiving weekend so we will not do 

it then, and each week we will be rotating hosts with 

each of the Marshall orgs so this quarter we will only 



have three of the orgs who are able to kinda host but 

if we continue doing it next quarter we can do more. 

So currently we are thinking of Friday nights 7-8pm 

because Friday nights seem to be more available to 

students especially better than Monday through 

Thursday nights. We could possibly do weekends, I 

don’t think too many of us have done weekend events 

that often but currently we are thinking Friday nights 

7-8. I wrote down some of these activities that we 

could do like among us, scribblio, trivia night, and 

zoomed out which is the game where you have like the 

zoomed in picture and everyone tries to guess what the 

picture is. I know TMCSC has their Among us Social 

next Monday and SCORE is doing their social this 

Friday for trivia. So I think these could all be great 

opportunities to kinda reach out to more Marshall 

students.  

❏ Looking at past events, info session events haven’t 

been doing too well with attendance. We hosted one 

last Wednesday on election information and we didn’t 

have any attendees and we had the AS local affairs 

attend and give a presentation so luckily we have 

information to kinda share to everyone on facebook. 

But yeah it doesn’t seem like info sessions are too 

desired by students so that’s why we are thinking of 

focusing on social events and this is kinda what we’ve 

started thinking about.  

❏ And it seems like for a lot of events we should be 

including more giveaways because that’s a big 

incentive to get students to come out. And some of the 

incentives that we talked about were the 50th 

anniversary Marshall merch which is organized by 

student affairs and Colin has a form to fill out for 

students who can’t receive any of that free stuff from 

student affairs. We can give out gift cards, 

hydroflasks, triton cash and those could all be 

ruffles at the end of the quarter, so same as I 

mentioned earlier where it could be each week that you 

attend you get on entry. 

❏ The other thing that I wanted to mention was Triton 

outfitters this year they are doing something where 



they are allowing orgs to work with them to create 

merch for anything working with the AS design studios 

which is a great resource for all of us too. So this 

is more for student council to work with because we 

are more small orgs and we don’t have that much 

funding. I think this is a good opportunity for 

student council to bring up especially next week since 

I know week 6 is finance so this could be something 

y’all could think about. Triton outfitters Marshall 

merch; in previous years the Marshall branding has 

been a big issue because Triton outfitters has that 

branding, I don’t want to say copyrighted, but 

basically copyrighted so they’re the main source of 

any Marshall merch from UCSD. So working with Triton 

outfitters could be a great opportunity for council to 

both benefit them during like a time where business 

isn't that good for them and it’s also a good 

opportunity for us to provide good quality Marshall 

merch for students. 

❏ I just wanted to see mainly for the Friday night live 

if everyone here would be interested. 

❏ Comments/Questions 

❏ Marina: Danny can I get back to you and talk to 
the other TMTV chairs? 

❏ Danny: Yeah, we’re also open to changing the 
times for the event, it doesn’t have to be 

Friday night 7-8 it can be any other time 

that works out for all of us. The important 

thing is that it’s a recurring social each 

week. 

❏ Sepand: I’m down for SCORE to do something like 
that and have a Friday night live if you’re down. 

❏ Danny: Do you prefer week 9 or week 10? 
❏ Sepand: I think week 9 because I have to 

talk to everyone about it first. 

❏ Rachel: I know with the Triton outfitters 
Marshall merch Sydney has been working on that 

and I think even Sepand brought it up during a PR 

presentation one time so I definitely think we 

will reach out to them for council and I 

definitely think that is a good idea. Especially 



with the Friday night live, I think, Colin you 

just sent an email with the games from the last 

Marshall event right where it had that kind of 

stuff with it. 

❏ Colin: Yeah those are just zoom games 
Abraham used during homecoming weekend for 

family day. I sent that to you, Katie for 

dean’s interns and then Danny because he had 

asked previously but those are just 

activities for zoom. 

❏ Marina: Just a quick question about the Triton 
outfitters collab, would that be open to org 

specific merch like if we wanted to do merch 

specifically for the org? 

❏ Danny: I don’t think I know too much about 
it. I just saw an advertisement on their 

Instagram and I saw it at like the beginning 

of the quarter but it’s mainly for orgs so 

I’d assume it’s open for org collabs. The 

only issue would be the funding for it. 

Triton outfitters would be more expensive 

than what we normally order from which 

is...Colin what’s the college site that we 

always order merch from? 

❏ Colin: Collegewear. Another point too about 
the items as well, because we are in 50th 

year, and I just thought of this so I’m 

sharing it now, instead of just having 

regular org or college branded merchandise, 

we could potentially do 50th branded so like 

ACT stuff that is ACT but it’s 50th and then 

TMTV stuff but it’s also 50th. Because we 

have a lot of 50th merch but it’s nothing 

that’s like org specific or anything like 

that. Does that make sense? 

 

❏ Closing 

❏ Rachel: No updates from the garden as far as I’ve 
heard so that will be it for today. I appreciate you 

all coming to the meetings to foster communication. 


